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Friday Morning Kick-off Speaker
 CHRIS BENTLEY is no stranger to innovation.  
As Attorney General he worked with stakeholders in the family justice system to  
develop and implement “4 Pillars” of reform to provide families with more information, triage 
to needed services, options to litigation, and a more streamlined process for those who have to 
go to court.  Chris left government to start the Law Practice Program at Ryerson, an innovative 
alternative to the traditional articling process for lawyers.

As Executive Director of Ryerson’s Legal Innovation Zone, Chris returned to family law reform 
with an open invitation for community collaboration.  Family lawyers,  
mental health professionals, mediators, students and family law clients participated in 5 work-
shop sessions to develop creative, non-confrontational, client-focused, cost 
effective approaches for separating families.  The results will be presented to  
Ontario’s current Attorney General this spring.  Chris will share his passion for  
innovation with us using his recent interdisciplinary initiative as an example of a  
creative solution for families in transition.

Friday Evening Dinner Speaker
NORA SPINKS is CEO of the VANIER INSTITUTE OF THE FAMILY.  
The Institute monitors and reports on the changing face of Canada’s families. They  
continually seek and embrace new and innovative ways to reach out to researchers,  
educators, students, journalists, service providers, faith and labour leaders, policy- 
makers and others with an interest in families and family life.

Throughout her 25-year career, Nora has worked with the research community to mobilize 
knowledge and connect those who study, serve and support Canada’s diverse families. With an 
accessible presentation style, she has not only informed but also engaged audiences at confer-
ences, community and corporate events, on social media, through Vanier Institute publications, 
such as Transitionmagazine, and in the media through her many appearances on TV and radio.  
Nora will help us to better understand the changing face of Canadian families and provide us 
with some skills and strategies to support them through the work we do.
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Friday Noon Lunch Speaker
MARK YANTZI is a mediator in the Restorative Opportunities program of Correctional Services 
Canada. Restorative Justice has been recognized internationally as an innovative and healthy 
alternative to the retributive justice system.  Mark grew up in an Amish community near Punkey-
doodles Corners south west of New Hamburg.  Early on in his career he recognized that Re-
storative Justice resonated with Amish pacifist principals and had the potential to innovate and 
reform our justice system.
Mark has been honoured for his unique and innovative contributions to the Kitchener-Waterloo 
community.  He was a founder and Executive Director of Community Justice Initiatives Waterloo 
and served as a Regional and City Counsellor for over 22 years.  He is a well-known expert in his 
field, with training in sexual misconduct and divorce mediation. He has written Sexual Offending 
and Restoration (Herald Press), as well as edited Three Paths to Healing (Pandora Press) and 
been a contributor to The Challenge of Forgiveness (from the Saint Paul University Research 
series).



10:15 AM  --  11:45 AM

Workshops are  
90 minutes long

1. Collaborative Cohabitation Agreement _ Planning for Success
Linda Cartier (FI), Jean Jacques Paquette (LE), Irene Caufield-Cook (FA), and Michelle McAnulty (LE) 
Recharge your collaborative practice working with highly motivated, excited, curious and pro-active 
clients beginning their relationships.  We will review an actual case study providing precedents and 
a summary of our team’s experiences.

2. Marketing the Collaborative Team
Vanita Bellen and Anu Osborne (LE)
An experienced Collaborative Practitioner and a skilled Organizational Consultant will teach you the 
art and science of marketing the Collaborative team model effectively.  The workshop will address 
the challenge of communicating the benefits of the Team model while addressing clients’ anxiety 
about costs.

3. Understanding and Working with power imbalance in relationships: Why you don’t see
Bev LeMay (FA)
Power imbalance is often missed or misunderstood by professionals.  This workshop will help 
professionals to identify the misuse of power and control and to understand the, at times, insidious 
and devastating impact of abuse.  It will further suggest ways to address this in the process and 
confront behavior that make this process much less collaborative and creates adversity.

4. Business Valuators in Collaborative Cases – A Framework
Vivian Alterman (FI) and Jane Tremblay (FI) 
This workshop will explore the role of the business valuator in collaborative team process.  We 
will consider team communication and decision-making protocols with regards to the mandate of the 
CBV in process.  We will also consider how the neutral financial specialist and CBV can work 
together effectively and cost-efficiently to help educate clients and enhance their capacity to make 
informed decisions. 

5. Income for Support Purposes – What is your client’s income?
Matthew Krofchick (FI) 
This workshop will address how business valuators determine the income of your self-employed client 
for support purposes. It will include real life examples and a 20-30 minute question & answer period.
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  12:00 Noon -- 1:30 PM         LUNCH BREAK  - Speaker: Mark Yantzi

“LE” – Legal Professional      “FA” – Family Professional      “FI” – Financial Professional

  7:30 AM -- 9:00 AM             BREAKFAST             

  9:00 AM -- 10:00 AM           Welcoming Remarks,
     Greetings from Kitchener Mayor, Berry Vrbanovic &
     Opening Address by Chris Bentley

Innovation in
Collaborative Practice:
Creative Solutions for Families
in Transition

Conference Schedule

  6:30 PM -- 9:00 PM      Evening Reception            

Thursday April 28, 2016

Friday April 29, 2016
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10:15 AM    Workshops begin



9.  Legal Model Solutions and Collaborative Practice
Shelly Harper (LE), Annette Katchaluba (FI), Marion Korn (LE) and Eva Sachs (FI)
How are team members affected by the impact of the legal model?  The collaborative 
team professionals will discuss how their relationship with clients is impacted by the law 
and will provide examples of how to navigate from hard positions to creative settlement 
options.

10. Understanding Tax Structures on Marriage Breakdown
Nathan Wright (LE)
This workshop will provide an introduction for lawyers practicing collaborative family law to various tax 
concepts, tax issues, corporate structures, and trusts that are commonly used in family businesses.

  

11. The dollars and cents of building your practice using the interdisciplinary approach
Gail Belchior (FI) and Jo-Anne Fiore (FI)
The workshop will educate professionals on where client communication can break down when 
uncertainty around financial information is present and how a financial professional can keep the 
process moving in the right direction.

12. Bringing Clarity to the Federal Child Support Guideline Calculations
Dave Clarke (FI) and Cynthia Runolfson (FI)
The Federal Child Support Guidelines can be complex and cumbersome to calculate. This session 
will review and go over the grey areas of the calculation including the different types of income 
available, attributable and imputed to the shareholder, director or officer of a company. 
(Sections 16 to 19). 

1:30 PM  --  3:00 PM

Workshops are  
90 minutes long

3:15 PM  --  4:45 PM

Workshops are  
90 minutes long
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Conference Schedule

6:30 PM -- 9:00 PM                Gala Dinner
                                                         Special Guest Speaker Nora Spinks
                                                             Live Music follows with Dancing

Friday April 29, 2016 (continued)

  1:30 PM -- 4:45 PM        Afternoon Workshops
          Choose either 1 - 3 hour Workshop  OR  2 - 90 minute Workshops

6. Diagnosing and Treating Impasse 
Alison Anderson (FI), Sheila Brown (FA), Deborah Graham (LE) and Seema Jain (LE) 
Learn to identify when impasse is approaching and diagnose the underlying causes of the impasse 
with new strategies, checklists and treatment options (litigation consults, inter-disciplinary consults, 
mediation and split med-arb).

7. Marketing and Growing Your Practice NOW! 
Sue Cook (FA) and Brian Galbraith (LE)
Are you serious about marketing your practice?  We will suggest several marketing strategies, ways 
to implement them and how to measure your success. Now get started.

8. Team Collaboration – Are YOU ready?
Dr. Tina Sinclair (FA)
For REAL success in Interdisciplinary Team Collaboration, being ready as an individual collaborative 
professional is not enough.  This 3 hour workshop will consider a Review of Readiness, using the 
term ‘Audit’ of the 3 pillars of practice – the Individual, the Team and the Business, so that partici-
pants have guidelines to ‘Get Ready, Get Set…Go”!!

 1:30 PM --  4:45 PM

 Workshops are  
 3 hours long
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“LE” – Legal Professional      “FA” – Family Professional      “FI” – Financial Professional

  3:00 PM -- 3:15 PM        Break
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9:00 AM -- 12:15 PM

Workshops are  
3 hours long

13. What’s Getting in the Way?  How does the client’s conflict story, fairness and the 
law impact resolution in collaborative process?
Victoria Smith (LE) and Laurie Stein (LE)
This workshop will explore common challenges in collaborative negotiations – the client’s conflict narrative 
(which helps us understand unmet identity needs and values), how clients assess “fair”, and the 
interplay of law, interests and fairness.

14. Towards a More Comprehensive Approach
Kayla C. DeMars-Krentz (LE) and R. Bradley Hunter (LE) 
This workshop will examine some basic tools and concepts that cross the various processes such 
as mediation and collaboration.  It will critically examine the effect of the conflict and will provide 
suggestions on how to better integrate processes and relationships among professionals and with 
clients which will result in better outcomes for everyone – the parties, their children and the pro-
fessionals involved.

15. Pensions Boot Camp
Peter Martin (FI)
This workshop will present an overview of the Ontario Pension regime with an emphasis on taxes, 
shortcuts, and its pitfalls.  It is a practical step-by-step guide on how to deal with pensions in 
your practice.

16. Troubled Teams
Vanita Bellen and Anu Osborne (LE) 
An experienced Collaborative Practitioner and a skilled Organizational Consultant will reveal how 
dissension prevents teams from achieving optimal results.  You will learn strategies to effectively  
address the five most common causes of dysfunctionality in teams along with ways to create 
team synergy. 

17. A multi-faceted approach to addressing a breakdown in a parent/child relationship 
in the collaborative process
Barbara Dyszuk (FA), Phaedra Klodner (LE) and David Morneau (LE) 
This workshop is designed to provide Collaborative Professionals with the necessary tools to assist 
their clients in dealing with cases that involve a breakdown in a parent/child relationship.  It is a 
multi-faceted approach that involves identifying the issues and providing possible solutions to such 
issue.

18. First Contact:  Make it Collaborative
Joelle Adelson (LE) and Sondra Gibbons (LE)
You’ve completed your training, you’re excited about the collaborative process – but “how do I 
get started?”  This workshop will give you ideas for a successful initial client contact and how to 
build your collaborative practice.

9:00 AM --  10:30 AM

 Workshops are  
 90 minutes long
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   7:30 AM -- 9:00 AM             BREAKFAST

   10:30 AM -- 10:45 AM          BREAK

Saturday April 29, 2016

 9:00 AM -- 12:15 PM         Choose either 1 - 3 hour Workshop  OR   2 - 90 minute Workshops
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“LE” – Legal Professional      “FA” – Family Professional      “FI” – Financial Professional

Innovation in
Collaborative Practice:
Creative Solutions for Families
in Transition

Conference Schedule
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   10:30 AM -- 10:45 AM          BREAK

19. Solutions and Resolutions:  Using the Employability Assessment to Move Beyond        
the Impasse of Returning to Work
Colleen O’Brien
An introduction to Vocational Services, including when to introduce the Employability Assessment 
in divorce proceedings, as well as how it will benefit both you and your client.

20. Resistance is Futile:  Overcoming the reluctant self; the reluctant client; the reluctant 
spouse and the reluctant lawyer
Barbara Gordon (LE) and Deborah Graham (LE) 
This workshop will explore the four hurdles to creating a collaborative case: personal bias, 
reluctant client, reluctant spouse and the other lawyer’s uncertainty about whether the case is 
appropriate for CP. There will be teaching, discussion and an interactive demo.

21. Round Table Discussion – Family Professionals
Dr. Tina Sinclair (FA)
Round Table Discussion – Lawyer Free Zone - Opportunity for family professionals to reflect, 
share and discuss their challenges and concerns when working on teams.

22. Round Table Discussion – Financial Professionals
Bronwen Bruch (FI) and Rob Smith (FI)
Round Table Discussion – Lawyer Free Zone – Opportunity for financial professionals to reflect, 
share and discuss their challenges and concerns when working on teams.
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10:45 AM -- 12:15 PM

Workshops are  
90 minutes long

   12:30 PM -- 1:30 PM            LUNCH  &  So long until the next Conference

Saturday April 29, 2016

“LE” – Legal Professional      “FA” – Family Professional      “FI” – Financial Professional

Innovation in
Collaborative Practice:
Creative Solutions for Families
in Transition

Conference Schedule
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Step 1 Registrant Information
Name:   _______________________________________ Name on Badge: _________________________________________________

Firm:     _______________________________________
Address: ____________________________  _________________________  ___________________________________
City:       _______________________________________  Prov/State: ________________  Postal/ZIP Code: ______________
Email: _________________________________________  Phone:  ____ - _____ - _________    Fax:   ____ - _____ - _________

This is my first OCLF Conference   □ YES    □ NO    
My Profession is:     □ Legal          □ Family          □  Financial         □ Other   _____________
Are you a:     □ Presenter      □ Student /New practitioner - (See page 9, for special Registration Option)
I consent to share my name and contact information with other registrants/sponsors    □ YES   □ NO

Innovation in
Collaborative Practice:
Creative Solutions for Families
in Transition

Registration Form
OCLF 2016 Conference

Step 2 Select Conference Options
Reception: Thursday April 28, 2016 - 6:30 PM - 9:00 PM
 Enjoy a light dinner while you network with your collaborative colleagues.
 I will be attending, add $30.00 to the conference registration fee.     □ YES    □ NO 
 Conference: Friday April 29, 2016   7:30 AM- 5:00 PM & 
                          Saturday April 30, 2016   7:30 AM- 1:00 PM
 I will be attending the Conference       □ YES    □ NO
 I want to bring a guest to the Friday night Gala dinner, 
    add $75.00 to the conference registration fee.   □ YES    □ NO
 Conference fee includes: electronic materials, Friday & Saturday Workshops, 2 breakfasts, 
 2 lunches, refreshment breaks,  Gala Dinner  & Dance Friday  evening.
 I have the following dietary needs:  Vegetarian  □  Gluten-Free   □    Other  ___________________________
 My guest, (guest name) __________________________________
 has the following dietary needs:       Vegetarian  □  Gluten-Free    □    Other ___________________________

Step 3 Indicate the Workshops that you want to attend 
 Friday, April 29, 2016
10:15 AM– 11:45 AM (choose one)
□ #1 - Collaborative Cohabitation Agreement – Planning for Success
□ #2 - Marketing the Collaborative Team
□ #3 - Understanding and working with power imbalance in relationships: Why you don’t see
□ #4 - Business Valuators in Collaborative Cases – A Framework
□ #5 - Income for Support Purposes – What is your client’s income?

1:30 PM - 4:45 PM (Choose 1 of 3 hour workshop)  OR  >>> 1:30 PM - 3:00 PM (Choose 2 of 1.5 hour workshops)

□ #6 - Diagnosing and Treating Impasse
□ #7 - Marketing and Growing Your Practice NOW!
□ #8 - Team Collaboration – Are YOU ready?

□ #9 - Legal Model Solutions and Collaborative Practice
□ #10 - Understanding Tax Structures on Marriage Break-
down
3:15 PM - 4:45 PM
□ #11 - The dollars and cents of building your practice using 
the interdisciplinary approach
□ #12 - Bringing Clarity to the Federal Child Support Guide-
line Calculations
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Step 4 Payment
Complete Conference
[__]   Early Bird Registration Fee* (by March 31, 2016)  $450.00 plus HST =  $508.50 CDN   ________________
[__]   After March 31, 2016 ,  Fee*- $550.00 plus HST =    $621.50 CDN   ________________
Presenters Special Fee
[__]   Early Bird Registration Fee* (by March 31, 2016)  $375.00 plus HST =  $423.75 CDN   ________________
[__]   After March 31, 2016 ,  Fee*- $475.00 plus HST =    $536.75 CDN   ________________
Optional extras
[__]   Reception - Thursday April 28, 2016,       $30.00 CDN (tax included)  ________________
[__]   Gala Dinner Guest - Friday April 29, 2016,     $75.00 CDN (tax included)  ________________

Please accept total payment of $ ___________________ by:     Total: _______________
[__]  Cheque payable to Ontario Collaborative Law Federation
[__]  Charge to my: [   ] VISA     [   ] Mastercard

Card # _______________________________________    Expiry ____ / _____ (mm/yy)       CSV # __________

Name on Card                                                                                  Authorized signature 

_______________________________________________   _______________________________________________

Mail Registration & Payment to:
Margaret Opatovsky 
Wilson, Opatovsky 
190 Elm Street, P.O. Box 99 
Port Colbourne, ON L3K 5V7
GST/HST Registration #89233 2701 RT0001
Tax rules require us to charge HST but out-of-country  residents may be eligible to reclaim some or all of this after the conference.

Step 3 (Continued) Indicate the Workshops that you want to attend
Saturday, April 30, 2016
9:00 AM - 12:15 PM (Choose 1 of 3 hour workshop) OR >>> 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (Choose 2 of 1.5 hour workshops)

□#13 - What’s Getting in the Way?  How does the client’s 
conflict story, fairness and the law impact resolution in col-
laborative process?
□#14 - Towards a More Comprehensive Approach
□#15 - Pensions Boot Camp

□ #16 - Troubled Teams
□ #17 - A multi-faceted approach to addressing a breakdown 
in a parent/child relationship in the collaborative process
□ #18 - First Contact:  Make it Collaborative

10:45 AM - 12:15 PM
□ #19 - Solutions and Resolutions:  Using the Employability 
Assessment to Move Beyond the Impasse of Returning to Work
□ #20 - Resistance is Futile:  Overcoming the reluctant self; the 
reluctant client; the reluctant spouse and the reluctant lawyer
□ #21 - Round Table Discussion – Family Professionals
□ #22 - Round Table Discussion – Financial Professionals

Registration is limited so register early. You are not registered until payment has been processed.

All cancellations must be in writing to: Margaret Opatovsky (see contact information above).
Partial refund (registration fee less $75 admin fee) if cancellation is received by April 1, 2016. No refunds or credits after April 1, 2016.

Accommodation Information
The Crowne Plaza 105 King Street East, Kitchener, ON N2G 2K8 is offering single or double rooms at $136.00 + 13% HST per night parking 
included. A block of rooms will be held until March 30, 2016. For reservations call: 1-877-408-6665 or   Your group code is OCL
Connect online at http://www.ihg.com/crowneplaza/hotels/us/en/kitchener/ykfcp/hoteldetail

Contact Info for further questions:
Tel: 1 905-835-1163 
Fax: 1-905-835-2171 
Email: mopatovsky@wilsonop.com

Innovation in
Collaborative Practice:
Creative Solutions for Families
in Transition

Registration Form
OCLF 2016 Conference
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Step 1 Registrant Information
Name:   _______________________________________ Name on Badge: _________________________________________________

Firm:     _______________________________________
Address: ____________________________  _________________________  ___________________________________
City:       _______________________________________  Prov/State: ________________  Postal/ZIP Code: ______________
Email: _________________________________________  Phone:  ____ - _____ - _________    Fax:   ____ - _____ - _________

This is my first OCLF Conference   □ YES    □ NO    
My Profession is:     □ Legal          □ Family          □  Financial         □ Other   _____________
Are you a:     □ Student       □ New Collaborative Practitioner
I consent to share my name and contact information with other registrants/sponsors    □ YES   □ NO

Step 2 Select

 I will be attending the Conference on Saturday April 30, 2016   7:30 AM- 1:00 PM   □ YES    □ NO 

Step 3 I will be attending Work Shops:
 #18 - First Contact: Make it Collaborative (9:00AM - 10:30 AM)
 #20 - Resistance is Futile: Overcoming the reluctant self; the reluctant client;
           the reluctanct spouse and the reluctant lawyer  (10:45 AM - 12:15 PM) 

Step 4 Payment
Saturday morning - April 30, 2016
[__]   Early Bird Registration Fee - (by March 31, 2016)  $125.00 plus HST =  $141.25 CDN   ________________
[__]   After March 31, 2016 ,  Fee - $150.00 plus HST =    $169.50 CDN   ________________

Please accept total payment of $ ___________________ by:     Total: _______________
[__]  Cheque payable to Ontario Collaborative Law Federation
[__]  Charge to my: [   ] VISA     [   ] Mastercard

Card # _______________________________________    Expiry ____ / _____ (mm/yy)       CSV # __________

Name on Card                                                                                  Authorized signature 

_______________________________________________   _______________________________________________

Mail Registration & Payment to:
Margaret Opatovsky 
Wilson, Opatovsky 
190 Elm Street, P.O. Box 99 
Port Colbourne, ON L3K 5V7

Contact Info for further questions:
Tel: 1 905-835-1163 
Fax: 1-905-835-2171 
Email: mopatovsky@wilsonop.com

GST/HST Registration #89233 2701 RT0001
Tax rules require us to charge HST but out-of-country  residents may be eligible to reclaim some or all of this after the conference.

Registration is limited so register early. You are not registered until payment has been processed.
All cancellations must be in writing to: Margaret Opatovsky (see contact information above).
Partial refund (registration fee less $75 admin fee) if cancellation is received by April 1, 2016. No refunds or credits after April 1, 2016.

Accommodation Information
The Crowne Plaza 105 King Street East, Kitchener, ON N2G 2K8 is offering single or double rooms at $136.00 + 13% HST per night parking 
included. A block of rooms will be held until March 30, 2016. For reservations call: 1-877-408-6665 or   Your group code is OCL
Connect online at http://www.ihg.com/crowneplaza/hotels/us/en/kitchener/ykfcp/hoteldetail

Innovation in
Collaborative Practice:
Creative Solutions for Families
in Transition

Student/New Practitioner
Registration Form
OCLF 2016 Conference
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Innovation in
Collaborative Practice:
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in Transition

Workshop Presenter
Infomation
OCLF Conference 2016

1. Collaborative Cohabitation Agreement – Planning for Success
Linda Cartier (FI), Irene Caufield-Cook (FA), Michelle McAnulty (LE) and Jean Jacques Paquette (LE)
Linda operates two companies, Financial Decisions Inc. and the Academy of Financial Divorce Specialists, responsible for training finan-
cial professionals across Canada for the Chartered Financial Divorce Specialist (CFDS) designation. Linda has taught all six courses of the 
Certified Financial Planner training program at the local Sudbury community college and was a developer and trainer for the College for 
Divorce Specialists.  Linda still teaches the Chartered Financial Divorce Specialists course and has worked on the development of software 
exclusively for use by CFDS practitioners. Linda has written a monthly column for her local newspaper and has hosted two TV series on 
financial topics.  Linda is an active community member serving on many boards and groups.

Irene is a partner in Caufield Counselling and Consulting, a Sudbury based company providing counselling, consulting and training locally, 
provincially and nationally.  Irene has over 25 years’ experience providing services ranging from individual counselling to development, 
implementation and coordination of crisis based programs for workplaces.  This experience has resulted in her providing consulting and 
training services for numerous agencies/companies throughout Canada.  Irene has specialized training in areas such as Therapeutic Family 
Mediation and Collaborative Law.  She has been trained in several risk/assessment styles and completes parenting assessments for Court.  
She has provided training in various areas including trauma and its impact on victims and their families.  Twenty-five years of witnessing 
people in pain and families in crisis has motivated Irene to embrace collaborative law, encouraging families to building their own future, 
to remind and assist parents to rise above the conflict, allowing for a family/child focused solution – a solution that they have constructed 
based on their own awareness of their and their children’s lives.

Michelle has been a partner with Desmarais Keenan in northern Ontario for the last 13 years.  Prior to that she practiced as a sole 
practitioner for 12 years.  During her 25 years of practice, Michelle has focused primarily in the area of family law.  Her early career with 
legal aid helped to bring legal services to the underserviced through volunteer work with the Sudbury Women’s Group.  As a result of 
her litigation work, Michelle saw the need for a different approach to resolving family law issues which focused more on maintaining and 
improving relationships rather than destroying them.  This led her to collaborative practice as one of the first members of the Sudbury 
Collaborative Law Group.

Jean Jacques is a partner in a small Sudbury based law firm.  Family law has been Jean Jacques’ primary practice area for the past 25 
years, his previous ten years having also included criminal law.  During a ten year period, Jean Jacques practiced child protection law and 
learned the importance of respecting participants in any process dedicated at addressing conflict.  He is the chair of the Sudbury Collabo-
rative Practice Group and a board member of the OCLF.  Collaborative Practice has provided him with many tools and skills.  Jean Jacques 
marvels at the contributions and insights clients bring to the negotiation process.  Collaboration allows him to work with innovative and 
creative solutions to meet his clients’ needs.  He is eager to work with family professionals and financial neutrals.

Friday morning Workshops 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM

2. Marketing the Collaborative Team
Vanita Bellen and Anu Osborne (LE), 
Vanita is a strategic consultant with a distinctive background in process improvement, human resources and organizational development. 
She understands the intricacies of complex organizations and the importance of tapping into the collective wisdom of all employees in 
order to create collaborative cultures. Vanita is an executive coach and a certified mediator. She is a published author and faculty member 
at the University of Denver. Vanita is a co-founder of the Center for Creative Collaboration.

Anu is a leading collaborative lawyer in Manitoba and a trainer of conflict resolution and Collaborative Law. She is a past chair of both the 
National Family Law and the ADR Sections of the Canadian Bar Association. She is co-creator of the Collaborative Law Journey Map, an 
educational and screening tool for Collaborative Practice.  She is the co-founder of the Center for Creative Collaboration, an international 
organization that supports and promotes collaboration through its creative products, training and consulting services.

3. Understanding and working with power imbalance in relationships: Why you don’t see
Bev LeMay (FA)
Bev presently co-ordinates a successful Private Practice entitled "The Centre for Constructive Thinking" working with adults, adolescents 
and children to help them re-construct their thoughts and learn to think positively about their life. Bev is trained in Rational Emotive 
Behavioural Therapy (REBT). Bev has an expertise in working with both men and women individually and couples. She has also worked 
extensively with adolescents and children, and has practiced group therapy in the areas of child sexual abuse and domestic violence to 
name a few. She has presented workshops and trainings in domestic violence and has been one of the trainers in the Durham Police 
Investigators Course on domestic violence. She is a member of the Board of Directors for "Collaborative Practice Durham Region" and  
the OCLF.
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Collaborative Practice:
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in Transition

Workshop Presenter
Infomation
OCLF Conference 2016

4. Business Valuators in Collaborative Cases – A Framework
Vivian Alterman (FI) and Jane Tremblay (FI)
Vivian is a Founding Partner – AP Valuations Limited, Toronto, Chartered Business Valuators and Financial Consultants. Vivian has com-
pleted numerous valuations of companies involved in a variety of industries for various purposes including matrimonial disputes, corpo-
rate reorganizations, income tax and corporate finance activities. Vivian has completed numerous expert valuations and other reports 
quantifying financial loss / damages pursuant to litigation and alternate dispute matters including shareholder disputes, breach of 
contract and family law matters.  She is qualified as an expert witness on business valuations, income determination and related matters.  
Vivian is the co-author of Financial Principles of Family Law, Carswell Legal Publications, 2011 and is a frequent author and speaker on 
valuation and income tax matters.  Vivian is a past board member of Collaborative Practice Toronto.

Jane, in addition to being a Senior Financial Planning Advisor, she is specially trained in the financial issues of divorce, collaborative  
practice and issue-based negotiations.  For over twenty years, Jane has been helping individuals reach their financial and life goals,  
particularly those people experiencing major life transitions. Specializing in personal financial planning and divorce planning, it is her goal 
to educate and encourage her clients to be involved in the financial decisions that affect their lives and the lives of their children. Jane’s 
extensive expertise and experience in all aspects of investment management, estate planning, tax planning, insurance and retirement 
planning is especially helpful in situations where there are complicated financial and estate issues, significant assets, and an imbalance in 
financial knowledge between two divorcing individuals.  Jane is a past board member of the OCLF

5. Income for Support Purposes – What is your client’s income?
Matthew Krofchick  CPA, CMA, CBV, CMC, CFF   (FI)
Matthew is a business valuator and a Valuations Manager at Krofchick Valuations. Matthew specializes in forensic accounting including 
income determination and business valuations for matrimonial purposes.  His work includes complex tracing analysis, income  
determination for child and spousal support calculations, pension valuations, and business valuations.  
He has led a team of valuation and forensic specialists in numerous valuation and investigative assignments in many diverse industries.  
Matthew is a member of Collaborative Practice Toronto.

6. Diagnosing and Treating Impasse
Alison Anderson (FI),Sheila Brown (FA), Deborah Graham (LE), and Seema Jain (LE)
Alison is a Certified Financial Planner and Divorce Specialist with training in family mediation.  She is a trainer for CP Levels 1 & 2,  
a member of the Toronto & York Collaborative Practice Associations and her practice is entirely devoted to clients in marital breakdown.   
As a collaborative neutral, she helps clients be able to make informed financial decisions and helps to remove potential barriers that 
could hinder the settlement process. 

Sheila (MSW RSW Acc.FM (OAFM)) is a family professional who works with couples to mediate parenting plans and restructure their com-
munication. In her role as a neutral facilitator, Sheila provides strategic direction to the team to manage emotion and deal with conflict. 
Sheila has been a leader in the Toronto area in the development of interdisciplinary practice and has provided training to collaborative 
professionals who wish to enhance their skills using a team approach.  Sheila is currently a member of the Board of Directors of Collabo-
rative Practice Toronto and is a past member of the OCLF board.  

Deborah (B.A. Hons, LL.B., Acc.FM (OAFM)), has been practicing family law for over 20 years and for over 10 years has practiced exclusive-
ly in Collaborative Practice and Mediation. Deborah is an IACP Training Faculty member and local CP trainer. She has spoken at IACP, AFCC, 
OAFM, FDRIO and OCLF conferences. She is an OCLF board member. Deborah runs The Settlement Clinic, A Resource for Family Dispute 
Resolution Professionals.  www.thesettlementclinic .

Seema is an Accredited Family Law Mediator and Child Protection Mediator, Children's Lawyer, Arbitrator, Parenting Coordinator and a 
Collaborative Family Law lawyer. She is also an appointed Dispute Resolution Officer at the Superior Court of Justice in Toronto. Prior to 
being called to the Bar in 2002, Seema completed a Masters in Social Work and worked as a family therapist and crisis worker.  She is a 
member of Collaborative Practice Toronto
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7. Marketing and Growing Your Practice NOW!
Sue Cook (FA) and Brian Galbraith (LE)
Sue is owner and operator of Family TLC Family Therapy and Life Coaching Group. Family TLC consists of Registered Psychotherapists, 
Registered Social Workers, Family Therapists and Coaches who help children, teenagers, couples and families through the transitions 
and lessons of life utilizing principles of compassion, respect and courage. She has experience in the public sector working in Education, 
Non-profit and Government Agencies. Sue shares her separation and divorce skills, knowledge and abilities through her teaching of other 
mental health professionals, lawyers and financial specialists. Sue is a Collaborative Practice Simcoe County Board Member and a past 
member of the Ontario Collaborative Law Federation Board of Directors. 

Brian was a founder of The Mediation Centre of Simcoe County and continues to mediate cases. He helped bring Collaborative Practice to 
Ontario and continues to be a leader in the Collaborative community. He is known for embracing both mediation and Collaborative Prac-
tice: two process that efficiently help clients achieve their goals. Brian has conducted numerous courses and workshops in Collaborative 
Practice at the local, provincial and international level; teaching lawyers, therapists and financial specialists the principles and techniques 
of this cost-effective process.  He is President and Founder of Collaborative Practice Simcoe County.

8. Team Collaboration – Are YOU ready?
Dr. Tina Sinclair (FA)
Tina has been actively involved in the Collaborative movement since its inception during the late 1990’s, in western Canada (Calgary, 
Alberta) and later from 2004 to the recent present in Australia. She co-founded Melbourne Collaborative Alliance (MELCA) the world’s 
first single site fully interdisciplinary Collaborative Centre. As a psychologist and mediator, her skills as a practitioner, trainer, mentor and 
supervisor have been used widely in the United Kingdom & Austria, as well as Canada, New Zealand, and her native Australia. Active case 
work as the neutral Family Consultant and Chair and Facilitator of collaborative meetings, developing and adjusting the MELCA model, 
& training & mentoring less experienced staff, have kept her busy in the collaborative field. Cases have been many – wide and varied in 
difficulty, including many high conflict, complex cases, which involved addictions, domestic violence, no contact orders, personality disor-
ders and multi generations.  Tina is now back in Calgary where she has launched Peacemakers For Families, her ADR Centre for families in 
conflict. www.peacemakersforfamilies.com

Friday afternoon workshops  April 29, 2016 – 1:30 PM to 3:00 PM
9. Legal Model Solutions and Collaborative Practice
Shelly Harper (LE), Annette Katchaluba (FI), Marion Korn (LE) and Eva Sachs (FI), 
Shelly is a member of the Collaborative Family Law Association, Waterloo-Wellington.  She is a senior family lawyer in Kitchener and 
accredited mediator/arbitrator, whose practice is restricted to the resolution of family law issues within alternative dispute resolution 
processes.  Shelly is a skilled and effective problem solver whose focus is conflict management and resolution. 

Annette has focused her practice since 2003 on assisting families going through separation and divorce, to ensure that their children suc-
cessfully adjust to the family transition.  Annette specializes in helping separated parents identify and minimize conflict, develop the skills 
required to effectively resolve disputes and co-parent in a child-focused manner.   Annette provides mediation, parenting coordination, 
reunification counselling, child interviews, section 30 assessments, and domestic violence screening. She is a member of the Collabora-
tive Family Law Association, Waterloo-Wellington.

Marion (LL.B., LL.M., Acc FM), is a senior family lawyer in Toronto and accredited mediator, specializing in Collaborative Law and media-
tion.  She is a founding member and former Chair of Collaborative Practice Toronto and a founding member of the Ontario Collaborative 
Law Federation. She partners with Eva Sachs in Mutual Solutions, a company helping couples separate creatively. She is the co-author of 
a book entitled When Harry Left Sally: Finding Your Way through Grey Divorce, about the challenges facing older couples separating after 
long marriages.
Eva is a recognized expert in financial planning in divorce.  She has limited her practice to fee only financial divorce consulting work for 
the last 10 years. Eva is often quoted and interviewed in many publications, radio and TV. Her articles appear in numerous publications 
and she is regularly asked to address business groups, legal and financial events in Canada and the U.S.  Eva is a Certified Divorce Financial 
Analyst (CDFA™), Certified Financial Planner (CFP®) and a Collaborative Divorce Practitioner. She is a former board member of Collabora-
tive Practice Toronto.  
Eva is a trainer for lawyers, financial and family professionals in Team Collaborative Work. She is a member of the Institute of Divorce 
Financial Analysts, International Academy of Collaborative Professionals, and Collaborative Practice Toronto.  She is co-author of the book 
“When Harry left Sally – Finding your Way through Grey Divorce” published in 2014.
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10. Understanding Tax Structures on Marriage Breakdown
Nathan Wright (LE)
Nathan is a member of the Law Society of Upper Canada since 2006, earned his Master of Taxation in 2009. Nathan has practiced tax law 
in Toronto since his call to the bar and in 2014 he became a founding partner of JGW Business and Tax Law LLP. Nathan specializes in cor-
porate tax planning and personal tax and estate planning for owners of small and medium sized businesses. Nathan regularly draws upon 
the broad base of tax knowledge he has acquired to advise on a wide range of tax and tax-related issues, such as choosing an appropriate 
business vehicle for new ventures or start-ups, partnership structures, the use of family trusts, the effective use of life insurance, and 
business succession planning to family members or through a management buy-out or third party sale. Nathan is often consulted to de-
sign tax-effective cross-border structures for Canadian businesses expanding into the U.S. (and vice versa) and he also advises individuals 
arriving to and leaving from Canada. Nathan regularly meets with accountants, financial planners, and other lawyers to discuss planning 
opportunities that may be available to their clients.

Friday afternoon workshops April 29, 2016 – 3:15 PM to 4:45 PM
11. The dollars and cents of building your practice using the interdisciplinary approach
Gail Belchior (FI) and Jo-Anne Fiore (FI) 
Gail has 20 years of financial investment industry experience, Chartered Financial Divorce Specialization, collaborative and family media-
tion training and works as a financial divorce consultant to help those facing a separation or divorce to make the best financial decisions.  
In her growing peacemaking practice she has successfully participated in dozens of collaborative files as the financial neutral and media-
tor.  She receives referrals from collaborative lawyers regularly to participate as part of the team collaborative process.  She is a founding 
member of SPA - Separation Professionals Alliance.  Additionally, Gail frequently speaks to individuals across Ontario as an approved EAP 
(Employee Assistance Program) consultant on separation and divorce topics.  She has experience in coaching and training others in her 
field. She is a member of the Hamilton/Halton Collaborative Family Practice group.

Jo-Anne is a Certified Financial Planner, Registered Retirement Consultant, Chartered Financial Divorce Specialist and Accredited Family 
Mediator, specializes in mediating and educating clients through the uncertainties of property division issues, impact of asset division, 
support finances and lifestyle planning. She has successfully managed many client files both in the Collaborative Process as well as private 
mediation.  She has developed financial workshops for mediators in an effort to help them develop better mediated disclosure packages 
and understand how financial professionals can complement their mediation process.  More recently Jo-Anne has also been trained as 
an Early Neutral Consultant.  This provides an opportunity for couples to meet with an unbiased professional together and review their 
unique situation, understand what process options they will have and how to prepare for the different options.  This all part of her family 
friendly approach in finding more peaceful paths to follow and staying out of court. She is the secretary of the Peel Halton Collaborative 
Group, a member of the Academy of Financial Divorce Specialists, the Institute of Chartered Financial Planners and a member of both the 
OAFM, ADR and FDRIO

12. Bringing Clarity to the Federal Child Support Guideline Calculations
Dave Clarke (FI) and Cynthia Runolfson (FI)
Dave has worked for most of his professional career with Collins Barrow Ottawa LLP.  Since 2000, he has been a member of the Tax and 
Financial Advisory groups.  Prior to public practice, Dave worked in private industry where he gained industry and managerial experience. 
Dave earned his Chartered Accountant designation through the Institute of Chartered Accountants of British Columbia. Dave’s audit 
experience includes the management of audit teams for both small and large companies, including high-tech, manufacturing and service 
companies. Dave has completed the CICA In-depth Tax Course and has worked extensively in personal and corporate taxation from 2000 
to 2004. He has worked on many personal, estates and corporate tax restructures with a goal to minimize the tax burden on his clients. 
Dave’s corporate taxation experience ranges from simple tax freeze transactions to complex multi-corporation reorganizations. In 2005, 
Dave successfully completed his Chartered Business Valuator designation. In the litigation support group, Dave has valued companies for 
acquisition or divestiture, tax, financial reporting and litigation purposes. Dave has taught the Advanced Business Valuation course for 
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario. Dave has quantified income losses and other damages, and has appeared as an expert 
witness before the Ontario Superior Court.

Cynthia is a manager in the Financial Advisory Services Group of Collins Barrow Ottawa LLP. Cynthia has prepared reports provided val-
uation advice regarding the fair market value of business assets for tax and estate planning, division of family property, shareholder and 
partnership disputes and other purposes. In addition, Cynthia has prepared reports and analyses addressing, income for support purpos-
es, income replacement benefits, losses due to personal injury and losses due to business interruption, breach of contract and for other 
purposes. 
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 Prior to her position with Collins Barrow, Cynthia was a corporate controller with Flightscape Incorporated where she was responsible for 
the financial management of the organization including reporting, budgeting, tax and cash-flow consideration. She was responsible for 
developing and upgrading financial reporting required for completion of the $18 million acquisition with CAE.  Cynthia also worked in the 
Government Services Group at Ernst & Young where she was responsible for planning, running and managing major government audits 
including, Bank of Canada, City of Ottawa, AECL, Treasury Board, Ottawa Hydro, City of Ottawa Non-Profit Housing and CHEO to name a 
few. Cynthia received her Bachelor of Business Administration in 1997 at Acadia University and was qualified as a Chartered Accountant 
in 2003, was Certified in Financial Forensics in 2014, and as a Chartered Business Valuator in 2014.

Saturday morning workshops April 30, 2016 – 9:00 AM to 12:15 PM
13. What’s Getting in the Way?  How does the client’s conflict story, fairness and the law impact resolution 
in collaborative process?
Victoria Smith (LE) and Laurie Stein (LE)
Victoria is a family lawyer in practice over 30 years.  For over 15 years she has confined her work to Collaborative Practice, Mediation 
and training.  She is an Accredited Comprehensive Mediator.  Victoria’s life work is to help her clients resolve conflict wisely and with 
dignity and to support an evolution in the legal profession from adversarial advocacy to conflict resolution advocacy.  She has successfully 
resolved hundreds of mediations and collaborative cases.  Victoria provides workshops regarding CP, negotiation and advocacy across 
North America and internationally.  She is co-author of Collaborative Family Law, Another Way to Resolve Family Disputes.  She speaks 
and writes frequently on Collaborative Practice and ADR.  Victoria is a member of the Board of Directors of Collaborative Practice Toronto 
and a former Board member of the IACP.

Laurie has over 25 years’ experience working with families, couples, children and teens in treatment and mental health settings.   She has 
helped families find a more peaceful way through their separation as a collaborative family professional since 2008.  In this process, she 
works closely with clients and lawyers both in individual and joint meetings integrating semi-therapeutic and strategic approaches.  She 
works with parents to create a parenting plan, discuss parenting and child adjustments and facilitates the larger team meetings.  Laurie is 
a trainer with the Toronto Collaborative Training Team.  In addition to her therapy and mediation practice, her past experience includes 
working with children and youth as a children’s lawyer.

14. Towards a More Comprehensive Approach
Kayla C. DeMars-Krentz (LE) and R. Bradley Hunter (LE)
Kayla practices law with the Hunter, Peterson, Deagle firm from a therapeutic and holistic approach, focusing primarily in the areas of 
family law and criminal law.  Kayla also provides advice in civil litigation, real estate, Wills and Estate matters.  While completing her 
Honours in Psychology degree at the University of Regina, Kayla worked in a psychosocial rehabilitation and was an addiction counsellor.  
After completing her Honours Degree, Kayla worked as a Youth Counselor and in Program Management for the Rand Ehrlo Society.  Kayla 
is keen on pursuing her Master’s Degree in Dispute Resolution at Pepperdine University in the near future.  Kyla is on the board of Collab-
orative Lawyers of Saskatchewan. 

Brad is a family lawyer practicing in Regina, Saskatchewan.  He has 35 years’ experience, practicing family law, mediation, arbitration, 
collaborative law, appellate work and negotiation training.  He is the founding President of Collaborative Lawyers of Saskatchewan, a past 
member of the Board of Directors for the IACP and is a collaborative law and interest based negotiation trainer, having assisted with train-
ing in 6 provinces, 2 territories, 4 states and Australia. 

15. Pensions Boot Camp
Peter Martin (FI).
Peter established Golden Actuarial Services in 2006 specializing in the valuation of pensions, stock options, and RSUs on marriage break-
down. He has qualified as a Certified Financial Divorce Specialist and is collaboratively trained. He has been a past member of the Canadian 
Institute of Actuaries’ Actuarial Evidence Committee, and a conference speaker and organizer. He has been presenting to small groups of 
lawyers on Ontario’s new pension legislation regime since 2012.
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Saturday morning workshops April 30, 2016 – 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM
16. Troubled Teams
Vanita Bellen and Anu Osborne (LE)
See Workshop 2 above for Presenter Information

17. A multi-faceted approach to addressing a breakdown in a parent/child relationship in the collaborative 
process
Barbara Dyszuk (FA), Phaedra Klodner (LE) and David Morneau (LE)
Barbara is a family mediator in the Waterloo area.  She has been working with families and children for more than30 years.  She has 
experience as a clinical investigator with the Office of the Children’s Lawyer, management and clinical experience in counselling services, 
public health, children’s rehabilitation and teaching.  She is known professionally for her creative and collaborative ability to bring people 
together effectively. She is experienced in bringing forward the voice of children and breaking impasses when parents cannot agree on a 
plan for their children.  She focuses on strengths and finding solutions that result in better outcomes for children and families.

Phaedra was called to the Bar in 1997 and practices almost exclusively family law.  In addition to being a family law practitioner,  
Phaedra has been a part-time instructor at Wilfrid Laurier University since 2013 teaching introduction to Law.  She has been a panel member 
of the Office of the Children’s Lawyer since 1998 and a settlement conference facilitator for Legal Aid Ontario since 2013.  Phaedra is a 
member of the Collaborative Family Law Association, Waterloo-Wellington, is committed to the collaborative process and believes that 
the process provides better resolution for families from both social and financial perspectives. 

David has proudly served the Waterloo Region exclusively in the area of family law since 1999.  He is a member of the Collaborative Fam-
ily Law Association, Waterloo-Wellington. David has handled all matters of family law and is a firm believer in the Collaborative Process 
which he feels is a far more effective and efficient use of time and money and less destructive to families.

18. First Contact:  Make it Collaborative
Joelle Adelson (LE) and Sondra Gibbons (LE)
Joelle has been practicing law for over 20 years. She started her legal career at a large Toronto firm working primarily in tax and estate 
planning, adding family law and mediation to her practice in 2004. Joelle is dedicated to providing effective intelligent support for those 
interested in respectful negotiation. She believes strongly in negotiating family disputes in a courteous and safe environment, giving 
separating couples an opportunity to maintain a working relationship, enabling continuing communication, which is especially important 
when there are children of the marriage.  Joelle is Chair of Peel Halton Collaborative and on the board of the OCLF.

Sondra - is a partner in the Waterous, Holden firm in Brantford, Ontario. Sondra is a strong advocate for her clients whose first choice is 
always to negotiate a settlement.  Sondra’s objective as a lawyer is “service, solutions, and results.” This is her approach to maintaining 
your relationship with your children, protecting your assets with marriage contracts, protecting your rights in divorce and all other related 
family law issues.  Sondra is a co-founder and current President of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Collaborative Family Law Group and on 
the board of the OCLF.

Saturday mid morning workshops  April 30, 2016 – 10:45 AM to 12:15 PM

19. Solutions and Resolutions:  Using the Employability Assessment to Move Beyond the Impasse of Returning to 
Work   
Colleen O’Brien
Colleen is a highly qualified and experienced Vocational Specialist, with significant expertise in employability assessment as a neutral  
resource in the divorce process. The Owner and President of Practical Solutions since 2005, Colleen believes in fair settlements and realistic 
solutions. To this end, she has conducted over 200 vocational assessments/profiles annually for Family Law, Auto Insurers, LTD Carriers, 
WSIB and Personal Injury Law Firms. Colleen has also been deemed an expert witness.  Colleen is a member of Collaborative Practice 
Niagara.
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20. Resistance is Futile:  Overcoming the reluctant self; the reluctant client; the reluctant spouse and the 
reluctant lawyer
Deborah Graham (LE) and Barbara Gordon (LE)
Deborah 

See Workshop 6 above for Presenter Information

Barbara’s practice is solution based, focusing on negotiation, mediation and Collaborative Family Law; a process where separating 
spouses work together with their lawyers and other professionals to resolve their differences outside of court.  Barbara sits on the Board 
of Collaborative Practice Toronto, chairing the Marketing Committee.   Barbara maintains a healthy work life balance, pursing her love of 
music and art.  Barbara sings in Toronto jazz venues and creates an annual Halloween event in support of Sick Kids.

21. Round Table Discussion – Family Professionals
Dr. Tina Sinclair (FA)
See Workshop 8 above for Presenter Information

22. Round Table Discussion – Financial Professionals
Bronwen Bruch (FI) and Rob Smith (FI)
Bronwen is Vice-Chair of the Peel Halton Collaborative board and a member of the OCLF board.  She is a Certified Management  
Accountant and Financial Divorce Specialist.  In addition, she holds a Certificate in Family Mediation.  Her 25 year career as a professional 
accountant includes working for large corporations, running her own business and working at a small CA firm.  Bronwen comes to the 
divorce arena with a much needed conciliatory style to resolving conflicts.  Her knowledge of taxation, financial planning, mediation and 
collaborative procedures provides clients with a thorough evaluation of the financial ramifications of divorce settlement options. 

Rob is a Chartered Accountant and Chartered Business Valuator at Durward Jones Barkwell & Company LLP.  He is a member of the  
Hamilton/Halton Collaborative Family Practice group.  Rob’s area of practice is focused on business valuation and litigation support 
services including determination of guideline income and loss quantification.  His experience includes valuation assignments in a wide 
variety of industries.  He has participated in DJB presentations to various professional organizations. 
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